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Addons
Your new door should have a gap of around
5mm all around it to make sure it fits into the
aperture - if you have order frame addons for
added clearance, please check these are
present.

Please note: Do not forget to
remove the corner protectors prior
to installation

Insert new frame
Offer the frame into the opening and using a
spirit level, ensure the frame is level, vertical
and not twisted before wedging into position.
Centralise it and insert packers underneath to
level it and maintain the 5mm expansion gap.

Addons
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Affix new frame
1.

Remove any packaging from the new frame
and screw the cill onto the bottom of the
frame. Make sure you select a screw that
doesn’t penetrate the inner skin of the
frame.

2.

Seal the ends of the cill and frame to
prevent moisture tracking along the cills
into the brickwork.

3.

Position the frame into the prepared
aperture. Centralise it and use packers to
ensure that it is level and to maintain a 5mm
expansion gap.

4.

Once the frame is level drill fixing holes into
the frame sides. These should be drilled
150mm from
the top and bottom corners and 600mm in
between (a minimum of 2 fixings per side).

5.

Fix the side of the door frame to the wall.
To avoid distortion to
the frame and maintain the 5mm expansion
gap use packers (do not overtighten the
fixings).

6.

On wider frames ensure you fix the top and
bottom of the frames. Ensure that the top
and bottom fixings are sealed with silicone
to prevent moisture absorbing into the
brickwork.

7.

When finished ensure you clean any brick
dust from your new door frame.

8.

For optimum thermal and acoustic
performance, it is critical that the gap
between the door product and the aperture
is fully insulated using a suitable expanding
foam or expanding foam tape.

Glazing
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How to glaze the new door

Toeing and heeling

Starting with one of the longest beads first,
remove the glazing beads by pushing a sharp
chisel or a rigid paint scraper between the bead
and the frame joint at approximately the centre
point. A sharp tap on the butt of the tool should
allow the bead to be freed. It is most important
to refit the beads in the same positions as they
were removed, they may vary in length slightly,
due to the manufacturing process.

PVC-U opening doors (sash) are
heavy, and although the dead weight is supported
on the hinge side when it is opened, there is
nothing on the lock side to support the weight,
and without the procedure of toeing and heeling
the door will drop on the handle side. To prevent a
sash dropping, the glass has to be braced
diagonally corner to corner (see diagram) by the
insertion of plastic packers slipped in the gap
between the glass or panel and frame.

1.

Place into position the glass packers
approximately 100mm in from each corner
(intermediate packers should be used if the
double glazed unit is wider than 1200mm).

2.

Place the double glazed unit
into the frame ensuring correct positioning
on the glass packers.

3.

Starting on one of the shortest lengths, fit 3
of the beads moving around the frame
using a rubber mallet, finally fitting the last
bead by bending it into position.

N.B. It is always best to leave one of the longer
beads until last as a long bead will locate and
bend more easily.

How to toe and heel
The door or sash on the lock side should be
raised to the desired height and squared up
with the door frame. On the hinge side place
the packers at the bottom corner, whilst on
the lock side, the packers go at the top
(opposite) corner - place a dab of silicone
under the packers on the door sides to stop
the packers dropping. lt is advisable to use a
glazing shovel when lifting the glass or panel.
The packers should be placed approximately
150mm from the edge of the frame.

